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Abstract:   

This study has been undertaken to investigate the neurodevelopmental profile of Hypoxic-Ischemic 

Encephalopathy in Infants using the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, Fourth Edition 

(Bayley-4). 

Methods: A sample of 50 infants diagnosed with HIE was recruited from a neonatal intensive care unit 

(NICU) or pediatric hospital. Informed consent was obtained from the parents or legal guardians. The 

infants' neurodevelopmental profiles were assessed using Bayley-4, a widely used and validated measure 

of cognitive, motor, and language. The assessments were administered by trained researchers experienced 

in working with infants. 

Results: Preliminary findings indicate that infants with HIE displayed significant neurodevelopmental 

impairments across multiple domains. The mean scores obtained from the Bayley-4 revealed below-

average cognitive functioning and motor delays. Subgroup analyses exploring potential factors influencing 

neurodevelopmental outcomes, such as the severity of HIE or medical interventions received, will also be 

presented. 

Conclusion: This study provides insights into the neurodevelopmental profile of infants with HIE using 

the Bayley-4 assessment tool. The findings suggest a pattern of impairments in cognitive & motor 

development in this population. These results have implications for early identification, intervention, and 

support for HIE infants to optimize their developmental outcomes. Further research is needed to explore 

additional factors contributing to neurodevelopmental outcomes in this population and to investigate the 

long-term effects beyond the early years. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a type of brain injury that occurs when an infant's brain does 

not receive enough oxygen or blood flow during the perinatal period. The lack of oxygen and nutrients 

can cause damage to brain cells and tissues, leading to a range of neurological symptoms and potential 

long-term developmental disabilities including motor, cognitive, language and social-emotional 

development. HIE is a leading cause of neonatal morbidity and mortality, with an estimated incidence of 

1-8 per 1,000 live births worldwide (Shankaran et al., 2012). 

The causes of HIE are diverse but often include complications during labor and delivery. According to the 

University of Florida Health (n.d.), there are several possible risk factors that can lead to various problems 

for the developing fetus during pregnancy, like preeclampsia, maternal diabetes with vascular disease, 

congenital infections of the fetus, drug and alcohol abuse, severe fetal anaemia, cardiac disease, lung 
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malformations, and problems with blood flow to the placenta, and after pregnancy like extreme 

prematurity, severe cardiac or pulmonary disease, serious infections (particularly meningitis or sepsis), 

head or skull injuries, congenital abnormalities of the brain, and extremely low blood pressure. 

Infants with HIE may exhibit symptoms such as seizures, poor feeding, hypotonia (low muscle tone), 

respiratory distress, or poor perfusion (De Vries and Jongmans, 2010). In some cases, these symptoms 

may be apparent immediately after birth, while in others, they may not become apparent until several 

hours or days after delivery. Based on the severity and timing of the injury, there are three types of HIE: 

Mild, Moderate and Severe HIE. Mild HIE involves a temporary decrease in oxygen and blood flow to 

the brain, resulting in minimal brain damage. Children with mild HIE experience mild symptoms that 

improve with proper treatment. Moderate HIE involves a more significant decrease in oxygen and blood 

flow to the brain, resulting in more severe brain damage. Children with moderate HIE have lasting 

neurological deficits, such as motor and cognitive impairments. Severe HIE involves a complete lack of 

oxygen and blood flow to the brain, resulting in profound brain damage. Children with severe HIE may 

experience life-threatening complications and have a high risk of death or severe disability.  

Some potential consequences of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) include neurological deficits 

such as developmental delays, cognitive impairments, and motor function problems (Shankaran, 2012; 

DuPont & Chalak, 2020; Li et al., 2019). For instance, HIE can result in seizures, cerebral palsy (a group 

of movement disorders that can affect muscle tone, posture, and coordination), and intellectual disability 

or other cognitive impairments that can impact the child's ability to learn and develop normally 

(Shankaran, 2012; DuPont & Chalak, 2020). In addition, HIE can cause vision or hearing impairment as 

it can damage the parts of the brain responsible for vision or hearing, leading to long-term visual or hearing 

impairment (Shankaran, 2012). Behavioural or emotional problems such as attention deficits or mood 

disorders can also be a consequence of HIE (Shankaran, 2012). 

Early identification and intervention for infants with HIE are critical for improving outcomes and 

minimising the long-term effects of this condition. Although therapeutic hypothermia has led to a notable 

decrease in the occurrence of death and disability, the consequences of HIE can still be serious despite 

this treatment. Therapeutic hypothermia can be effective in preventing or reducing permanent brain 

damage in some cases of HIE. Still, it must be administered within hours of the baby's birth or oxygen-

depriving injury. However, even with this treatment, many infants with HIE may still develop permanent 

health conditions and disorders, such as cerebral palsy (CP), cognitive disabilities, epilepsy, hearing and 

vision impairments, and more. 

HIE can lead to long-term deficits in cognition and intellect due to the disruption of normal brain 

development and functioning caused by brain damage during the oxygen deprivation. Li et al. (2019) note 

that HIE can result in damage to various brain regions, including the cerebral cortex and subcortical 

structures, which are important for cognitive and intellectual abilities. The cerebral cortex, for instance, is 

responsible for higher-order cognitive functions such as language, memory, and attention (Chen et al., 

2016). Damage to this region can lead to deficits in these areas of cognition. Subcortical structures like 

the basal ganglia and thalamus, on the other hand, are important for motor processing (Friedman, 2011). 

Damage to these regions can result in problems with movement and sensation, which in turn can impact 

cognitive and intellectual abilities (Huang et al., 2018). The severity and duration of oxygen deprivation 

can vary, leading to different patterns of brain damage and subsequent cognitive and intellectual deficits 

(Gano et al., 2015). 
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The full extent of HIE-related brain damage may not be immediately apparent after birth due to two main 

reasons. Firstly, brain injury from HIE is an evolving process that can spread over hours or days, as cells 

begin to break down and release toxic substances that cause further damage. Secondly, damage from HIE 

may not become noticeable until a child experiences developmental delays, such as mobility issues that 

may only become apparent when the child struggles to meet milestones like crawling or walking. It is also 

important to note that the symptoms of HIE can vary widely from child to child. 

 

2. NEED OF THE STUDY 

1. Understanding long-term outcomes: HIE is a condition characterized by a lack of oxygen and blood 

flow to the brain during or shortly after birth. It can result in significant brain injury and have long-

term effects on a child's neurodevelopment. By studying the neurodevelopmental profile of HIE 

infants, researchers can gain insights into the potential long-term outcomes, including cognitive and 

motor impairments. 

2. Early identification and intervention: Early identification of neurodevelopmental issues in HIE infants 

is crucial for timely intervention and support. By examining the neurodevelopmental profile, 

researchers can identify specific areas of impairment, allowing for targeted interventions and therapies. 

This can potentially improve the child's overall developmental trajectory and quality of life. 

3. Predicting prognosis: The neurodevelopmental profile of HIE infants may provide valuable insights 

into their prognosis and future challenges. By identifying markers or patterns of impairment, clinicians 

can better predict the potential trajectory of development and plan appropriate support and resources 

for the child and their family. 

4. Research and clinical advancements: Studying the neurodevelopmental profile of HIE infants can 

contribute to the broader field of neurodevelopmental research. Findings from such studies can help 

researchers uncover underlying mechanisms of brain injury and recovery, develop new assessment 

tools, and inform the development of novel therapies and interventions. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Population Sample 

In this study, we employed a comprehensive and rigorous methodology to investigate the 

neurodevelopmental profile of infants diagnosed with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE). A 

sample of 50 infants with confirmed HIE was recruited from a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) or a 

pediatric hospital, following the acquisition of informed consent from the infants' parents or legal 

guardians. The assessment of neurodevelopmental profiles was conducted using the Bayley Scales of 

Infant and Toddler Development, Fourth Edition (Bayley-4), a widely recognized and validated measure 

of cognitive, motor, and language development in infants. Trained researchers, possessing extensive 

experience in working with infants, administered the Bayley-4 assessments to ensure the accuracy and 

consistency of the data. In the scope of the present research, our attention is directed towards a group of 

50 children hailing from urban Bangalore, representing different age categories: 6 months, 12 months, and 

18 months. This diverse sample encompasses both male and female children, embodying the urban 

environment of Bangalore. Our recruitment efforts led us to the selection of these participants, who were 

identified and invited from a prominent local hospital in Bangalore. The core objective of this study is to 

delve into the cognitive development of infants diagnosed with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE). 

Our emphasis on this particular age range holds significance, given the critical phase of development 
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during infancy, characterized by substantial advancements in various developmental domains. We 

anticipate that this sample will serve as a valuable source of insights, shedding light on the developmental 

trajectories of urban Bangalore's children and contributing to the expanding body of knowledge within the 

realm of child development research. 

 

3.2 Data and Source of Data 

The data for this research study was collected from Motherhood Hospital in Bangalore. Motherhood 

Hospital served as the primary source of data for our investigation. It was within the premises of this 

medical facility that a cohort of 50 infants diagnosed with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE) was 

identified and recruited for the study. The hospital's neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) and pediatric 

wards played a vital role in providing access to the subjects of our research. Prior to data collection, all 

necessary ethical protocols were strictly adhered to, including obtaining informed consent from the infants' 

parents or legal guardians. This secure and controlled environment ensured the reliability and integrity of 

the data, facilitating a comprehensive analysis of the neurodevelopmental profiles of infants with HIE at 

different stages of their early development, spanning 6 months, 12 months, and 18 months of age. 

 

3.3 Data Analysis 

For the current phase of the study, we have performed basic statistical analyses. Descriptive statistics, 

including the mean and standard deviation, were computed to provide an overview of the dataset. These 

measures offer valuable insights into the central tendency and the degree of variability in the 

neurodevelopmental scores of infants with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE) at different ages (6 

months, 12 months, and 18 months). By focusing on these fundamental statistical parameters, we aim to 

gain an initial understanding of the distribution and variation in our data, setting the foundation for further 

analysis and interpretation. The mean and standard deviation results are presented in the subsequent 

sections of this study. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Table 1 Neurodevelopmental Profile at  6 Months for Infants with Hypoxic-Ischemic 

Encephalopathy 

S. No. Corrected Age Gender Birthweight EF FM GM 

1 3 1 2.92 33 24 26 

2 3 1 2.25 31 25 28 

3 3 1 2.3 17 7 10 

4 3 1 880g 9 7 9 

5 3 1 1.8 26 19 21 

6 3 2 1.8 32 28 33 

7 3 1 980g 15 20 21 

8 3 2 2.2 23 24 22 

9 3 2 2 22 12 17 

10 3 1 2.4 40 34 32 
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11 3 1 1.77 31 27 25 

12 3 1 1.4 25 22 24 

13 3 2 2 28 24 27 

14 3 1 2 32 21 26 

15 3 1 2 27 24 18 

16 3 2 1.7 28 24 28 

Mean     26.53 23.875 24.75 

Standard 

Deviation    7.68 5.89 6.21 

 

Table 2 Neurodevelopmental Profiles at 12 Months for Infants with Hypoxic-Ischemic 

Encephalopathy 

S. No. 

Corrected 

Age Gender Birthweight EF FM GM 

1 4 1 2.6 28 34 32 

2 4 2 2.3 56 48 52 

3 4 1 2.8 36 38 36 

4 4 1 2.7 68 55 64 

5 4 1 2.9 48 58 60 

6 4 2 1.6 61 53 49 

7 4 1 1.6 64 53 49 

8 4 1 1.9 66 61 62 

9 4 2 2.8 65 60 62 

10 4 1 2.7 54 30 28 

11 4 1 1.38 40 42 46 

12 4 1 3.1 32 24 28 

13 4 1 762 g 64 52 56 

14 4 1 1.4 52 41 39 

15 4 1 3.5 33 32 34 

16 4 1 2.94 61 52 49 

Mean    53.31 45.75 47.25 

Standard 

Deviation    17.11 7.99 8.88 
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Table 3 Neurodevelopmental profiles at 18 months for infants with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy 

S. No. 

Corrected 

Age Gender Birthweight EF FM GM 

1 5 1 1.1 47 33 31 

2 5 1 3.2 62 68 64 

3 5 2 2.1 71 65 52 

4 5 1 3.5 73 68 70 

5 5 2 2.4 36 24 28 

6 5 2 2.5 70 64 53 

7 5 1 2.1 41 36 33 

8 5 2 3.3 52 40 39 

9 5 1 2.1 62 58 52 

10 5 1 2.7 69 62 59 

11 5 1 1.73 62 51 52 

12 5 2 2.1 55 61 57 

13 5 1 2.7 60 49 52 

14 5 2 3.6 70 65 68 

15 5 2 2.9 52 32 28 

16 5 1 1.9 63 56 62 

Mean    59.93 51.5 50.5 

Standard 

Deviation    7.20 13.85 13.15 

 

The mean scores for Executive Functioning (EF), Fine Motor (FM), and Gross Motor (GM) generally 

increase from 6 to 18 months, indicating developmental progress. This observation suggests that, on 

average, infants with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE) tend to show improvement in 

neurodevelopmental skills as they grow. Executive Functioning (EF) shows a more consistent 

development trajectory with less variability in scores. The standard deviation for EF is lower compared to 

Fine Motor and Gross Motor skills at each time point. This suggests that executive development tends to 

follow a more stable pattern over the observed period. The standard deviations for Fine Motor (FM) and 

Gross Motor (GM) are relatively higher compared to Executive Functioning. This indicates more 

variability in individual scores for motor skills. Variability may be influenced by factors such as the 

severity of HIE or medical interventions received. Higher standard deviations suggest a wider range of 

individual differences in motor skill development. 

The observed developmental progress and distinct trajectories in Executive Functioning (EF), Fine Motor 

(FM), and Gross Motor (GM) skills among infants diagnosed with Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy 
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(HIE) carry crucial implications for clinicians and healthcare professionals. Understanding the average 

developmental patterns provides valuable insights for tailoring early intervention strategies. The more 

stable trajectory in Executive Functioning suggests a consistent approach, while the higher variability in 

Fine Motor and Gross Motor skills underscores the need for individualized care plans. Clinicians can use 

this information to design targeted interventions, fostering a more precise and effective approach to the 

developmental care of infants with HIE. This study contributes to the foundation of knowledge that 

clinicians can draw upon when formulating comprehensive and personalized care plans, ultimately 

optimizing developmental outcomes. 

Recognizing the pivotal role of parents in the developmental trajectory of infants diagnosed with Hypoxic-

Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE) is paramount for fostering a supportive and collaborative healthcare 

environment. The observed trends offer insights into how parents can be informed and involved in their 

child's developmental journey, empowering them with realistic expectations for active participation in the 

early intervention process. This knowledge provides a basis for tailoring parental guidance and support 

strategies, offering a roadmap for effective involvement in fostering their child's emotional, fine motor, 

and gross motor skills. Clear and open communication between healthcare providers and parents ensures 

that parents are equipped with the necessary information to make informed decisions about their child's 

care. This collaborative approach between healthcare professionals and parents not only optimizes 

developmental outcomes but also contributes to building a strong foundation for the overall well-being of 

infants with HIE and their families. 

The neurodevelopmental profile information derived from this study holds significant implications for 

clinical decision-making in the care of infants with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE). 

Understanding the specific developmental challenges and strengths identified in Executive Functioning 

(EF), Fine Motor (FM), and Gross Motor (GM) skills can guide clinicians in tailoring interventions to 

address individualized needs. This information enables healthcare professionals to make informed 

decisions about the intensity, duration, and type of interventions, optimizing the effectiveness of early 

developmental support for infants with HIE. Future research can build upon this study by delving into 

unanswered questions and unexplored aspects of neurodevelopment in infants with HIE, exploring the 

long-term effects and the influence of environmental factors. Emphasizing interdisciplinary collaboration 

is essential for a holistic approach to the care of infants with HIE, involving neonatologists, pediatricians, 

psychologists, and other specialists. This collaborative effort not only enhances the quality of care but also 

promotes a seamless and integrated healthcare experience for both infants and their families. 

Understanding the neurodevelopmental profiles of infants with HIE has far-reaching implications for 

public health policies, resource allocation, and community awareness. The knowledge derived from this 

research can inform targeted public health initiatives aimed at early identification, intervention, and 

support for infants at risk of developmental challenges due to HIE. Additionally, it can guide the allocation 

of resources towards effective interventions, leading to improved developmental outcomes. Raising 

community awareness about the impact of HIE on neurodevelopment fosters a supportive environment 

and encourages proactive measures for early intervention, thereby contributing to the overall well-being 

of affected infants and their families. 

While this study provides valuable insights into the neurodevelopmental profiles of infants with Hypoxic-

Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE), it is essential to acknowledge certain limitations that may impact the 

interpretation and generalizability of the results. Firstly, the study's cross-sectional design inherently 

restricts our ability to establish causation or observe developmental trajectories over an extended period. 
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A longitudinal approach would be more suitable for capturing individual variations in neurodevelopmental 

progress. The sample size of 50 infants, though representative of infants with HIE, is relatively modest. 

This could limit the statistical power of the study and may not fully capture the heterogeneity within the 

population. Future studies with larger sample sizes can provide a more robust understanding of the 

neurodevelopmental outcomes in this vulnerable population. Furthermore, potential selection biases may 

be present as participants were recruited from a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) or pediatric hospital. 

Infants with more severe HIE or those receiving different medical interventions may be overrepresented, 

affecting the generalizability of the findings to the broader population of infants with HIE. The reliance 

on the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, Fourth Edition (Bayley-4), while a widely used 

and validated tool, has its limitations. The assessment tool may not capture certain nuances or domains of 

development that could be relevant to infants with HIE. Future research might consider incorporating 

additional assessments to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of neurodevelopment. 
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